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Bristowe Close

provides

accommodation and

support in modern,

purpose-built

bungalows for 16

adults, aged 18+, 

who are on the

autism spectrum or

show behaviours that

indicate autism.

We also support

individuals with

complex needs that

might challenge

alternative services

and we also support

people with epilepsy.
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Philosophy
Inspired by the potential of the people who use The

Disabilities Trust’s services, Autism Spectrum Partners

supports people to live their lives, their way.

We aim to offer specifically tailored support to best

meet the individual needs of the person to achieve his

or her own particular potential and to empower them

to live their lives as independently as possible. Our

person centred approach puts the people who use our

services at the heart of everything that we do. 

Through a comprehensive and multi-disciplinary

assessment process, we develop outcome-focused,

person centred plans to not only meet each

individual’s needs but also to help them achieve their

aspirations.

Our focus is to highlight and further support ‘ability’

where there may be disability. We aim to facilitate

everybody to have choice, control and independence

in their lives.

We promote the individual’s right to privacy, respect,

choice and inclusion and encourage people to 

express their views and concerns through regular

liaison with the person, their family, carers and the

multi-disciplinary team. We always seek to find new

ways of understanding the views of those who have

communication difficulties and will tailor

individualised methods to best meet the needs

of that person.
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Bristowe Close provides an environment which

encourages personal development, confidence and

independence using IT and educational packages.

We support service users to develop their social,

vocational and recreational skills and ensure that

each person is fully involved in all decisions affecting

their lives. We make sure that any complaints are

listened to and responded to within given timescales

and regularly review and monitor our service to

ensure effectiveness and quality. 

Elizabeth Kempson moved into Bristowe Close in the

summer of 2011. She had input into the interior

design and she has her own kitchen, bathroom,

bedroom and patio area.

Elizabeth uses a visual planner to arrange her day and

is very proactive at choosing her own activities.

She enjoys walking along the local beaches, going

swimming and is an expert at sewing. One of her

goals is to learn how to use a sewing machine so that

she can embark on some bigger projects.

With the support of staff, Elizabeth’s confidence has

increased tenfold. Her speech has improved and she

has a greater awareness of the benefits of keeping

active to remain healthy. 

Sally-Anne Edwards, Service Manager agrees 

“Elizabeth’s independence just keeps on growing now

that she can prepare all her meals, do her laundry and

keep her space neat and tidy.”

Service
Users
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Trained and Dedicated Staff
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Our members of staff are selected for their

qualifications and experience, their passion to respect

service users as individuals and their ability to support

people to achieve their own individual potential and

long-term goals.

All members of staff receive Autism Specific training.

The team has developed foundation level person

centred training courses consisting of four days -

Attitudes and Values, Autism Awareness,

Communication, and Person Centred approaches. 

Our staff are also trained in Makaton, a communication

system that uses symbols and signs to support the

verbal message. We have trained staff to deliver this 

in-house to ensure consistency and to tailor training for

particular appropriate environments in which individuals

are living. This is in the process of being accredited.

“I have been working for the Disabilities Trust for 18

months and have been a part of the moving process into

the new service at Bristowe Close. It has been a

tremendous success. The service users have settled in

well to the bungalows and have shown very positive

behaviours during this process. It has been evident that

they have become more independent and their

individuality has become more obvious. It is a wonderful

opportunity for each individual to fulfill their potential.

We have a strong team of staff who are key to the

success of the move from the main house to

Bristowe Close.”

Amanda Oliver-Puddephatt, Support Worker

ff
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Therapy
Expertise
The therapy team is essential to Autism Spectrum

Partners’ positive ethos.

We have a bespoke team whose expertise includes

Psychology and Speech and Language Therapy.

Psychiatry and Music and Art Therapy can also 

be accessed. 

The team plays a key role in person centred planning,

being involved in progress reviews and transition

planning. They help to facilitate person centred

planning meetings, and review the service users’ 

goals to ensure that they are achieving what they

want in their lives.
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Assessment
Local Health Authorities and Social Services
departments initially refer people to us. We use a
combination of methods to accurately assess each
individual’s needs, including collating reports from
professionals, having meetings with the client and their
family and talking to previous service providers. 

A multi-disciplinary team then provides a detailed
assessment of each individual’s autism profile,
behaviour and support needs. This will then inform the
needs-driven support plan for the individual’s move to
one of the Autism Spectrum Partner’s services.

When a person moves into Bristowe Close, their unique
autism profile is explored in depth. By focussing on
social interaction, communication, flexibility of thought
and sensory issues, we can evaluate the impact of
autism on daily functioning and offer strategies to
support this.

Facilities
The provision comprises 4 purpose built bungalows in
18 acres of landscaped gardens, a large greenhouse, a
chicken coop, picnic areas and a wooded area. These
resources are used to develop service users’ vocational
skills. There are five vehicles and a local bus route
which allow service users to access local amenities at
their convenience. An IT suite has recently been
installed and we have a comprehensive training
programme for service users. We have advanced plans
to create a sensory room and build a gym under cover
to complement the existing ‘Green Gym’ in the grounds.
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Location
Bristowe Close is situated at Hamilton Lodge on the

outskirts of Great Bromley between Colchester and

Harwich. The local towns have much to offer and the

seafront is just a 15 minute drive away.

Independent
Endorsement
“My colleagues at IAS and I have provided

independent advocacy support for the residents at

Hamilton Lodge since 2005.

During this time we have seen many positive changes

including the development of on-site facilities, person

centred care planning, and increased opportunities for

community access.

Our service is independent and we enjoy good

collaborative relationships with staff and residents to

ensure that each individual, irrespective of level of

disability or need are listened to and their wishes

respected.”

Steve Goldsmith

Independent Advocate
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For further information about Bristowe Close

please contact Service Manager:

Sally-Anne Edwards 

Tel 01206 230298

Email: sallyanne.edwards@thedtgroup.org

Bristowe Close, Hamilton Lodge, Parsons Hill,

Great Bromley, Colchester, Essex CO7 7JB

The Manager can also be contacted about our

Learning Disability service at Selborne Court,

Hamilton Lodge.

Autism Spectrum Partners is a part of 

The Disabilities Trust and provides a range of care

and support services to both adults and children

with autism.

For further information about Autism Spectrum

Partners or The Disabilities Trust please contact: 

The Disabilities Trust 

32 Market Place, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9NP

Tel 01444 239123

Find out more about working or fundraising for us at:

www.thedtgroup.org

Hamilton Lodge Trust Limited
Registered charity 306080
The Disabilities Trust is a company limited by guarantee incorporated
in England and Wales under 2334589 and registered as a charity in
England and Wales under 800797 and in Scotland under SC038972.
Registered office as shown

The Disabilities Trust

Autism Spectrum
Partners

Info

www.thedtgroup.org
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